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Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience by Tamu McPherson 

Hey There Pretty Birds, 

My adventure with this glorious thing called fashion continues. This time Franca Sozzani 
and Vogue Italia, Saudi retail leaderRubaiyat and Princess Adelah bint Abdullah bin Abdulaziz open 
up a world of style that, up until this point, I’ve only enjoyed the slightest glimpse of. In this leg of 
the journey, I visit Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and discover the collections of a group of ten emerging 
female designers. The first edition of the Vogue Fashion Experience Jeddah talent scouting was 
created to celebrate these designers and to offer an international platform to showcase their 
work. The ten designers who competed in the scouting include: 

Arwa Al Banawi, eponymous ready-to-wear brand founded in 2015. 
Atulier, a Jeddah based contemporary womenswear brand founded by Samar. Nasraldin in 
November 2014. 
Badawiah, a Saudi-Argentinian jewelry designer. 
Charmaleena, a contemporary fine jewellery brand founded by sisters Leena and Hala M. El 
Khereiji in April 2012. 
Daneh, founded in 2010 by Daneh Buahmad, is a chic and easily wearable brand conceived for a 
modern woman. 
Fyunka, a handbag brand founded by Alaa Balkhy whose creations are characterized by the use of 
canvas and PVC. 
Haal Inc, an experimental and creative brand of abayas launched in 2010 by designers Mariam Bin 
Mahfouz and Nouf Hakeem. 
Haifa Fahad, a ready-to-wear women’s and men’s brand with a focus on the creation of 
embellished abayas. 
Mashael, designed by Mashael Al Rajhi, is a ready-to-wear women’s and men’s brand 
characterized by a mix of minimalism and sophistication that debuted at London Fashion Week in 
2016. 
Chador Saudi Arabia, launched in 2013 by Nora Aldamer. 

Talk about saving the best for last — The top prize went to Chador by Nora Aldamer, who will have 
the opportunity to show her collection in Milan this September during fashion week. Haal Inc by 
Mariam Bin Mahfouz and Nouf Hakeem also took home a special prize from the jury and will also 
present its collection in Milan during fashion week. A third honor went to Alaa Balkhy of Fyunka 
who was awarded a collaboration with the Italian accessories brand Carpisa. Jury members 
included Franca Sozzani, Editor-in-chief of Vogue Italia, Silvia Venturini Fendi, Delfina Delettrez 
Fendi, Alberta Ferretti, Stella Jean, the Senior Editor of Vogue Italia and Vogue Talents Sara Maino, 
Aram Kabbani, Sara Murad, Noura Binzagr, Fatma Abid and Princess Reema Bint Bandar Al Saud. 
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This trip was unique. I have never experienced anything like it. The atmosphere was extremely 
fascinating. From the moment that my plane landed, I was greeted with a fleet of new encounters. 
First, I was unsure of what I was supposed to do, how I was supposed to behave once inside the 
VIP immigration office. My first observation was of a group of men and women that had traveled 
to Jeddah for the pilgrimage to Mecca. The men in the group were dressed in white towels pinned 
together strategically. On inquiry, I learned that pilgrims are required to travel to mecca wearing 
the garments they will worship in. After clearing immigration, I was lead to the women’s lounge 
where as the only woman not wearing an abaya and jilbab (I wore a striped top, light blue jeans, 
blue bomber, red bandanna and ballerinas – alla americana via Italia), I tried to connect by making 
eye contact and smiling. Young woman or old, my attempts to connect [with them] in such a basic 
way were met with kind eyes and sweet smiles and not cold stares declaring how out-of-place I 
looked. A circumstance that underscores the notion that womanhood can truly transcend cultural 
differences. The rest of our trip was filled with countless learning experiences about the dynamism 
of Saudi women and the complex nuances of Saudi culture. Some of the characteristics that 
impressed me the most were the importance of family and relationships, the importance of values 
like kindness, generosity of time and self and the desire to preserve important cultural traditions. 
These attributes came through in the stories that our hosts and the finalists shared and through 
the simple gestures they bestowed upon us. And many of you will ask me how I felt wearing the 
Abaya or the jilbab. I’ll tell you that for me putting on the Saudi traditional dress meant creating a 
tiny bond with the woman I met, a respect for their culture, and creating a space where I could 
learn more about their realities – ones that I had only been able to imagine from a far until this 
trip. Having only pierced the surface, I hope that my journey takes me back to Saudi Arabia 
sometime soon. 
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Форум Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience 

 

 

C 20 по 22 апреля в экономической столице Саудовской Аравии городе Джидде прошел 
форум Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience, одним из организаторов которого выступил 

итальянский Vogue 

 

Международный женский форум был организован модной группой Rubaiyat Group и 
журналом Vogue Italia. В рамках трехдневной встречи обсуждались перспективы развития 
индустрии женской моды в консервативной Саудовской Аравии, а также состоялся конкурс 
дизайнеров Jeddah Vogue Talents, принять участие в котором могли только девушки. Жюри 
смотра во главе с Франкой Соццани выбрало 10 финалисток, которые получили возможность 
показать свои коллекции в крупнейшем универмаге Джидды Rubaiyat, а также шанс 
представить свои бренды в Милане. 
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Третий день форума Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience 
 

 

C 20 по 22 апреля в Джидде прошел первый международный форум Jeddah Vogue Fashion 
Experience, одним из организаторов которого выступил итальянский Vogue 
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В завершающий третий день форума Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience в открытых беседах 

приняли участие Альберта Ферретти, Сильвия Вентурини-Фенди с дочерью Дельфиной 

Деллетре, а также дизайнер Стелла Жан. После обсуждения перспектив развития женской 

моды в Саудовской Аравии актриса и модель Фарида Хельфа назвала имена победителей 

модного смотра Jeddah Vogue Talents, которые получили возможность представить свои 

коллекции в Милане в рамках инициативы Vogue Talents. 
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Гала-ужин Vogue Fashion Experience в Джидде 

 

Первый форум Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience завершился торжественным гала-ужином, 
специальной гостьей которого стала Наоми Кэмпбелл 

Главным организатором международного форума Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience в 

Саудовской Аравии стал итальянский Vogue, поэтому неудивительно, что на торжественный 
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гала-вечер в честь завершения модной инициативы прибыли артисты миланского театра Ла 

Скала. На сцене выступила прима-балерина Джильда Джелати, а также виолончелистка 

Юрико Миками. 

Гала-ужин посетили Наоми Кэмпбелл, Альберта Ферретти, Сильвия Вентурини-Фенди с 

дочерью Дельфиной, а также многочисленные представительницы знатных семей 

Саудовской Аравии. 
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Vogue Italia launches Saudi Arabia’s first international fashion event, Vogue Fashion Experience Jeddah 
 

 
 

For the last three years Vogue Italia has spearheaded fashion events in the Middle East with Vogue Fashion Dubai. 
This spring, the magazine and Editor in Chief Franca Sozzani built on the success of Dubai with Saudi Arabia’s first 

international fashion event: The Vogue Fashion Experience Jeddah. 
 
The VFEJ took place April 20th-22nd, aimed at providing an international platform for Saudi female fashion 
designers. It was organised in association with Rubaiyat, Saudi’s leading luxury retailer, and included meetings, 
collection showcases, and a day of “Fashion Talks” with international designers Alberta Ferretti, Silvia Venturini 
Fendi, Delfina Delettrez and Stella Jean. A charity gala dinner for 400 female guests was hosted by Franca 
Sozzani and Princess Adelah bint Abdullah bin Abdulaziz. 
During the dinner, Farida Khelfa announced the winners of the the Saudi Talents Scouting competition for 
female fashion designers. 
The jury included Vogue Talents Editor Sara Maino and Princess Reema Bint Bandar Al Saud. 
All the finalists’ designs were exhibited at the Rubaiyat department store in Jeddah, and the designers will 
have the opportunity to showcase and sell their collections at the Stars Avenue Mall. The overall winner, Nora 
Aldamer, will get the opportunity to showcase her line, Chador, at Palazzo Morando during Milan Fashion Week 
in September. 
Saudi Arabia is the most conservative country in the region, but Franca Sozzani told WWD she had no hesitation 
about hosting the event: “What I like here is that women have such an incredible energy; that is really 
misunderstood by the public opinion. I saw that the women here are so strong and I liked that. They also have 
respect for the tradition. 
“To me seeing a woman putting [on] a veil isn’t humiliating. But when I see women wearing nothing and dancing 
on tables at the age of 50 just to get a few more followers on Instagram, that is humiliating. The women here are 
much more elegant than in any other country.” 
 
Read more at Vogue.it: Vogue Fashion Experience Jeddah  
Vogue.com: “Meet the Rising Talents of Saudi Fashion” 
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Jeddah Vogue Fashion: The Fashion Capital of Saudi Arabia 
 
In an unprecedented initiative in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Rubaiyat, Saudi Arabia’s go-to 
luxury destination, and Vogue Italia, the most influential Italian fashion title, came together 
to provide an international platform for Saudi female fashion designers. 

 

The glamorous three-day affair was held on the coast of the Red Sea in the stunning city of Jeddah 
during April 20- 22 , 2016. Editors, designers and the fashion elite gathered in anticipation of the 
Jeddah Vogue Experience. 

 

 
Without a doubt, the Middle East is known for it’s wealth, opulence and glamour and although 
Saudi Arabia is considered extremely modest in their approach to style, their abundant lifestyle is 
indicative of a thriving country. The Experience, jointly organized by Rubaiyat and Vogue Italia, and 
sponsored by Mohamed Yousuf Naghi Motors, sole official BMW importer in the Kingdom, is 
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recognized as the first international fashion happening in Saudi Arabia. Upon landing, guests were 
greeted by a fleet of white 7-series BMW’s that whisked them off expeditiously to a VIP Lounge in 
King Abdulaziz International Airport. After being treated  to decadent dates and Arabic Coffee in 
the “female only” waiting lounge, guests were transported to the luxurious Park Hyatt Hotel. 

This multi-faceted 5 star resort is set amidst beautifully landscaped gardens on the southern part 
of Jeddah where exceptional service meets unrivalled views of the Red Sea and the King Fahd 
fountain (The tallest fountain in the world). 
 
Outside of the pomp and circumstance of the arrival, identifying the next generation of Saudi 
fashion talents was the main goal of the first edition of the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience. 
Guest were provided custom made abaya’s that were created by two of the competing designers 
to wear throughout the trip, which also allowed guest to get a true sense of the quality of the 
collection. 

 

 
To take part in the initiative, talents were required to submit their portfolio through Vogue Italia’s 
website. The collections were reviewed by the team of Vogue Italia, that selected ten super 
talented designers to compete for the chance to present her collection in Milan. 

Wafaa Abbar, President of the Rubaiyat Group, stated: “It is tremendously rewarding to see Saudi 
women being given such an opportunity on the world stage. We, together with Vogue Italia, are 
delighted to help highlight some of the Arab world’s more talented and emerging designers.” 



 

 

With Jeddah being the fashion capital of Saudi Arabia and the Rubaiyat representing a large 
selection of Italian brands, it only made sense for Vogue Italia and Rubaiyat to form a fierce 
fashion alliance. Wafaa Abbar is adamant about shining a spotlight on Saudi designers, as women 
in the Middle East are known for being the highest consumers of luxury brand accessories. 

Franca Sozzani, Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Italia, commented: “This initiative builds on Vogue Italia’s 
deep commitment to promote new fashion talents, knowing how important it is to offer them 
relevant and concrete international platforms to present and advance their creativity.” 

 

It came as no surprise that Sheikh Abdullah Binzagr, Owner & Chairman of Rubaiyat Group, an 
honored recipient of the Cavaliere dell’Ordine della Stella d’Italia (Knight of the Order of the Star 
of Italy), is the driving force behind this latest project; a prominent figure in the Saudi business 
community, he is known to foster new talents. 
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In partnership with the National Home Health Care Foundation, this event featured a unique 
experience to Scout the best female talents, embracing their ambition and promoting their work 
on an international platform whilst adding to this initiative a humanitarian dimension by 
supporting the National Home Health Care; an opportunity that combines efforts and talents for a 
good cause. 

All the funds raised, thanks to the organization of a women’s charity Gala Dinner, are donated to 
the Child Priority, which will encourage and support the empowerment of women living in 
underdeveloped areas of the world. 
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Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience: Day 1 
 
After introducing the Vogue Fashion Experience in Dubai, there was no denying the spotlight that 
shifted to the Middle Eastern markets. High-end designers have noticeably taken a more modest 
approach to style; many have gone as far as creating embellished Abayas for women in the 
conservative regions. After Dubai, many were left wondering where Vogue Italia would set their 
sights next, in their quest to discover emerging talent. 
 
It came as quite a surprise when Vogue announced The Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Did we read the invitation correctly? Visit Saudi Arabia as a guest of Her 
Royal Highness Princess Adela bint Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz?! We had no idea that Vogue Italia 
would lift the veil and expose the world to a growing fashion capital. 
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The Vogue Fashion Experience organized in collaboration with Rubaiyat Group and the National 
Home Health Care Foundation and sponsored by Mohamed Yousuf Naghi Motors, the official 
BMW importer in the Kingdom, is recognized as the first international fashion happening in Saudi 
Arabia, a market that is gaining more and more attention due to its expanding industry and 
economic growth.  
 

 

 

Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience commenced to an exhilarating start on April 20th when editors 
and the competing female designers were allowed to meet for the first time at the Press lunch, 

held by Rubaiyat representatives and the Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Italia, Franca Sozzani. 



 
 

Abaya wearing guest sought refuge from the smoldering 102-degree heat, in the plush and 
exceptionally decorated Bellevue restaurant. Amidst the scrumptious 3-course meal and 
panoramic views, designers attempted to contain their excitement while discussing their 
collections with curious editors. By the end of the posh lunch, new friends were made and selfies 
were taken before dispersing to the next event. 
 

 

 
There is no denying the marriage of Art and Culture in Saudi Arabia. Their rich cultural history is 
reflective in their architecture, personal style and society. Therefore it only made sense that a 
museum tour was scheduled for the guest. We were shuttled to Pharan Studio, which features 
installations and pieces from Saudi artist. The art conveyed stories of the past and present, and 
shed light on the ever-changing economic situation of the region. 
 
 Later that evening, guests were invited for a welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic, as alcohol is strictly 
permitted in Saudi Arabia) at an exclusive shopping area in the city called “Boulevard”. Spotlights 
lit up the sky, while Mercedes, BMW and Rolls Royce cars lined the streets for a “Fashion Night 
Out” themed evening. 
 
After a strong dose of fashion, guest headed to the Italian Cultural Club for a private dinner under 
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the stars. Franca Sozzani eloquently addressed the crowd about Vogue Italia’s programs for 
emerging designers and the efforts of the National Home Health Care Foundation, while Luca 
Ferrari, Italian Ambassador in Saudi Arabia discussed the flourishing relationship between Italy and 
the Middle East. The elegant evening ended on a high note with a surprise performance by Saudi 
hip-hop artist Qusai Kheder that had guest clapping and moving in their seats for the duration of 
the evening. 
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Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience: Day 2 

While The Vogue Fashion Experience provides momentous fashion moments, this season the 
experience was reloaded with enriching cultural adventures for all involved. Day two kicked off 
with a fun and informative guided tour of the Safiyah Binzagr Museum. 

 

Ancient Folklore says that “A shared meal binds people together” and that was certainly the case 
in Jeddah. After the tour, the ladies were lead to an exquisite Lebanese food tasting experience at 
the popular restaurant, AM Sherif. The decadent lunch provided yet another opportunity for 
women from different backgrounds to unite together in their common interest of fashion, while 
indulging in savory dishes. 

After lunch the ladies darted off for a magnificent guided tour of the Historic District of Jeddah. 
The old city provided a glimpse into the development of a thriving country. The durable and 
charismatic buildings have stood the test of time (some over 300 years old) are still used for local 
commerce or a place of refuge for hardworking immigrants. 

 



 

 

Later that evening, local fashion enthusiast, editors and the fashion elite gathered for the Saudi 
Designer showcase, accessory exhibit and University Student showcase at the glamorous Rubaiyat 
Mall. The selected brands were: Arwa Al Banawi, Atulier, Badawiah, Charmaleena, Daneh, Fyunka, 
Haal Inc, Haifa Fahad, Mashael Al Rajhi and Nora Aldamer. Without a doubt, the Saudi designers 
presented collections that were unique, bold and intricately created. The modest collections 
infused the culture of the Middle East with aspects of contemporary high-end fashion. The finalist 
excitedly pretended their designs to jurors that roamed the room in search of the most deserving 
creations. 

Excitement buzzed through the air, while many stood captivated by the collections. The judges 
were less than 24hrs away from announcing the winner at the gala dinner, a moment that would 
undoubtedly change the life of one talented designer, forever. 

Check out details of the finalist below: 

ARWA AL BANAWI 
Arwa Al Banawi grew up in Jeddah, studied in Switzerland and moved to Dubai in 2012 where she 
took up a career in banking whilst taking short courses in Fashion Design at the London College of 
Fashion. Having realized that her true passion lays in fashion, in 2015 Arwa founded her 
eponymous brand and presented her first ready-to-wear collection. 
 
ATULIER 
Atulier is a Jeddah based contemporary womenswear brand founded by Samar Nasraldin in 
November 2014. The brand aims to create beautiful garments characterized by the juxtaposition 



of shapes, fabrics and colors never neglecting attention to details. 
Atulier is the first Saudi brand to have been featured and sold on Not Just a Label. 

BADAWIAH 
Badawiah is a Saudi-Argentinian designer with a bachelor degree in Fashion and Jewellery Design. 
Jewellery has always been Badawiah’s passion and she started making it when she was only 11 
years old. Her brand blends influences from different cultures combining the designer’s love for 
design and travel. 
 
CHARMALEENA 
Charmaleena is a contemporary fine jewellery brand founded by sisters Leena and Hala M. El 
Khereiji in April 2012. With an international distribution and clientele, Charmaleena’s creations are 
characterized by an Arab flair and the use of diamonds, semi-precious stones and 18K gold. 

DANEH 
Founded in 2010 by Daneh Buahmad, Daneh is a chic and easily wearable brand conceived for a 
modern woman. Daneh Buahmad proposes sophisticated and experimental designs, characterized 
by the use of different cottons and a laid-back aura that defines the identity of the brand. 

FYUNKA 
Alaa Balkhy is the designer behind Fyunka, a handbag brand. Alaa’s passion for art and fashion 
takes shape in her creations characterized by the use of canvas and PVC. The bags have already 
been featured in many international blogs and publications such as CNN.com, Grazia, Emirates 
Woman Magazine, Brownbook and Oasis. 

HAAL INC 
Haal Inc is an experimental and creative brand of abayas launched in 2010. Haal Inc aims to 
emphasize woman’s femininity. The collections features beautiful fine fabrics, from linen to silk, in 
neutral colors – black, ivory, beige, and taupe. 

HAIFA FAHAD 
Haifa Fahad is a ready-to-wear women’s and men’s brand with a focus on the creation of 
embellished abayas. All samples are locally made, while the production is mainly Turkish. The 
brand is currently available at Harvey Nichols Riyadh, 4 Concept Store in Kuwait and online on the 
brand’s official website. 

MASHAEL 
Mashael is the ready-to-wear women’s and men’s brand, characterized by a mix of minimalism 
and sophistication, designed by Mashael Al Rajhi. The brand reflects the designer’s passion for 
artisanal values and sartorial art. The brand debuted at London Fashion Week in 2016. 

CHADOR SAUDI ARABIA 
Nora Aldamer launched Chador Saudi Arabia, a contemporary brand, in 2013 without any design 
background, but animated by her passion for fashion. Currently based in New York, Nora attends 
Parsons (AAS in fashion design) and is looking to expand her experience in fashion working for an 
established brand. 

. 

Chandia Brennen is a Certified Image Consultant and CEO of ItsGood2bME Fashion Consulting and 
Image Management based in Los Angeles CA, Chandia has been in the Fashion industry for over 
four years. She has worked for dozens of publications and holds the title of Senior Fashion Editor 



in both LA and NY. Chandia is a fashion scout for a Design Agency in NY and Brand Ambassador for 
HairEverywhere Luxury. 
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Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience: Day 3 

On the final day of the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience, guests were invited to the Indigo Beach 
Resort in Obhur, Jeddah. The luxurious tropical oasis is a “members only” retreat for those looking 
to escape the scorching climate in the warmer months. 

 

 

On the final day of the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience, guests were invited to the Indigo Beach 

Resort in Obhur, Jeddah. The luxurious tropical oasis is a “members only” retreat for those looking to 

escape the scorching climate in the warmer months. 

 After a morning of leisure, guests were invited to partake in an afternoon of inspiration at the “Fashion 

Talks” event. The Talks were moderated by Women’s Wear Daily Correspondent, Ritu Upadhyay and 

attended by Alberta Ferretti, Silvia Venturini Fendi + Delfina Delettrez and Stella Jean. The elite panel 

of fashion designers discussed their various experiences working in the competitive fashion industry. 

The final and main event for the Vogue Fashion Experience was a gala dinner to reveal the winner of the 

competition. This years extraordinary affair was hosted by Franca Sozzani and Princess Adelah bint 

Abdullah bin Abdulaziz on April 22nd 2016, at the palace of her Royal Highness. Women checked their 

Abaya’s at the door to reveal dazzling couture gowns for the “Touch of Gold” themed gala. The 

sprawling estate featured a large topaz swimming pool, lined with display cases that featured marvelous 

diamonds. 

In the dining area, rows of tables featured elaborate place settings, while everything in sight appeared to 

have received the “Midas Touch”. 



 

 

 

 

During the event, Farida Khelfa called all the finalist to the stage before annoucing the winner of 
the the Saudi Talents Scouting project. 
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Chador, the brand designed by Nora Aldamer, was selected as the best among the contestants and will 

have the opportunity to present her collection at Palazzo Morando during Milan Fashion Week in 

September. 

Also, Mariam Bin Mahfouz and Nouf Hakeem of Haal Inc, received a special appreciation from the 
jury and will therefore also have the opportunity to take part to the event organized by Vogue 
Italia next autumn in Milan. 

Alaa Balkhy of Fyunka will have instead the opportunity to collaborate with Carpisa, bag and 

accessories Italian brand. 

The jury consisted of the Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Italia Franca Sozzani, Silvia Venturini Fendi, Delfina 

Delettrez Fendi, Alberta Ferretti, Stella Jean, the Senior Editor of Vogue Italia and Vogue Talents Sara 

Maino, Aram Kabbani, Sara Murad, Noura Binzagr, Fatma Abid and Princess Reema Bint Bandar Al 

Saud. 

Without a doubt, Vogue Italia has mastered the art of talent scouting and providing enriching 

experiences for young talent that go far beyond the competition. They not only provide magnificent 

designers from unpublicized regions a platform to showcase their talent, they also plant seeds of 

knowledge within them, and provide them with the tools needed to grow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



http://www.thelosangelespost.org/jeddah-vogue-fashion-experience-the-fashion-capital-of-saudi-
arabia/ 
3rd May 2016 
Chandia Brennen 
 
Jeddah Vogue Fashion: The Fashion Capital of Saudi Arabia 
 
In an unprecedented initiative in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Rubaiyat, Saudi Arabia’s go-to 
luxury destination, and Vogue Italia, the most influential Italian fashion title, came together 
to provide an international platform for Saudi female fashion designers. 

 

The glamorous three-day affair was held on the coast of the Red Sea in the stunning city of Jeddah 
during April 20- 22 , 2016. Editors, designers and the fashion elite gathered in anticipation of the 
Jeddah Vogue Experience. 

 

 
Without a doubt, the Middle East is known for it’s wealth, opulence and glamour and although 
Saudi Arabia is considered extremely modest in their approach to style, their abundant lifestyle is 
indicative of a thriving country. The Experience, jointly organized by Rubaiyat and Vogue Italia, and 
sponsored by Mohamed Yousuf Naghi Motors, sole official BMW importer in the Kingdom, is 
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recognized as the first international fashion happening in Saudi Arabia. Upon landing, guests were 
greeted by a fleet of white 7-series BMW’s that whisked them off expeditiously to a VIP Lounge in 
King Abdulaziz International Airport. After being treated  to decadent dates and Arabic Coffee in 
the “female only” waiting lounge, guests were transported to the luxurious Park Hyatt Hotel. 

This multi-faceted 5 star resort is set amidst beautifully landscaped gardens on the southern part 
of Jeddah where exceptional service meets unrivalled views of the Red Sea and the King Fahd 
fountain (The tallest fountain in the world). 
 
Outside of the pomp and circumstance of the arrival, identifying the next generation of Saudi 
fashion talents was the main goal of the first edition of the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience. 
Guest were provided custom made abaya’s that were created by two of the competing designers 
to wear throughout the trip, which also allowed guest to get a true sense of the quality of the 
collection. 

 

 
To take part in the initiative, talents were required to submit their portfolio through Vogue Italia’s 
website. The collections were reviewed by the team of Vogue Italia, that selected ten super 
talented designers to compete for the chance to present her collection in Milan. 

Wafaa Abbar, President of the Rubaiyat Group, stated: “It is tremendously rewarding to see Saudi 
women being given such an opportunity on the world stage. We, together with Vogue Italia, are 
delighted to help highlight some of the Arab world’s more talented and emerging designers.” 



 

 

With Jeddah being the fashion capital of Saudi Arabia and the Rubaiyat representing a large 
selection of Italian brands, it only made sense for Vogue Italia and Rubaiyat to form a fierce 
fashion alliance. Wafaa Abbar is adamant about shining a spotlight on Saudi designers, as women 
in the Middle East are known for being the highest consumers of luxury brand accessories. 

Franca Sozzani, Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Italia, commented: “This initiative builds on Vogue Italia’s 
deep commitment to promote new fashion talents, knowing how important it is to offer them 
relevant and concrete international platforms to present and advance their creativity.” 

 

It came as no surprise that Sheikh Abdullah Binzagr, Owner & Chairman of Rubaiyat Group, an 
honored recipient of the Cavaliere dell’Ordine della Stella d’Italia (Knight of the Order of the Star 
of Italy), is the driving force behind this latest project; a prominent figure in the Saudi business 
community, he is known to foster new talents. 
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In partnership with the National Home Health Care Foundation, this event featured a unique 
experience to Scout the best female talents, embracing their ambition and promoting their work 
on an international platform whilst adding to this initiative a humanitarian dimension by 
supporting the National Home Health Care; an opportunity that combines efforts and talents for a 
good cause. 

All the funds raised, thanks to the organization of a women’s charity Gala Dinner, are donated to 
the Child Priority, which will encourage and support the empowerment of women living in 
underdeveloped areas of the world. 

  

http://www.thelosangelespost.org/jeddah-vogue-fashion-experience-day-1/) 
3rd May 
Chandia Brennen 

Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience: Day 1 
 
After introducing the Vogue Fashion Experience in Dubai, there was no denying the spotlight that 
shifted to the Middle Eastern markets. High-end designers have noticeably taken a more modest 
approach to style; many have gone as far as creating embellished Abayas for women in the 
conservative regions. After Dubai, many were left wondering where Vogue Italia would set their 
sights next, in their quest to discover emerging talent. 
 
It came as quite a surprise when Vogue announced The Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Did we read the invitation correctly? Visit Saudi Arabia as a guest of Her 
Royal Highness Princess Adela bint Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz?! We had no idea that Vogue Italia 
would lift the veil and expose the world to a growing fashion capital. 
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The Vogue Fashion Experience organized in collaboration with Rubaiyat Group and the National 
Home Health Care Foundation and sponsored by Mohamed Yousuf Naghi Motors, the official 
BMW importer in the Kingdom, is recognized as the first international fashion happening in Saudi 
Arabia, a market that is gaining more and more attention due to its expanding industry and 
economic growth.  
 

 

 

Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience commenced to an exhilarating start on April 20th when editors 
and the competing female designers were allowed to meet for the first time at the Press lunch, 

held by Rubaiyat representatives and the Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Italia, Franca Sozzani. 



 
 

Abaya wearing guest sought refuge from the smoldering 102-degree heat, in the plush and 
exceptionally decorated Bellevue restaurant. Amidst the scrumptious 3-course meal and 
panoramic views, designers attempted to contain their excitement while discussing their 
collections with curious editors. By the end of the posh lunch, new friends were made and selfies 
were taken before dispersing to the next event. 
 

 

 
There is no denying the marriage of Art and Culture in Saudi Arabia. Their rich cultural history is 
reflective in their architecture, personal style and society. Therefore it only made sense that a 
museum tour was scheduled for the guest. We were shuttled to Pharan Studio, which features 
installations and pieces from Saudi artist. The art conveyed stories of the past and present, and 
shed light on the ever-changing economic situation of the region. 
 
 Later that evening, guests were invited for a welcome cocktail (non-alcoholic, as alcohol is strictly 
permitted in Saudi Arabia) at an exclusive shopping area in the city called “Boulevard”. Spotlights 
lit up the sky, while Mercedes, BMW and Rolls Royce cars lined the streets for a “Fashion Night 
Out” themed evening. 
 
After a strong dose of fashion, guest headed to the Italian Cultural Club for a private dinner under 
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the stars. Franca Sozzani eloquently addressed the crowd about Vogue Italia’s programs for 
emerging designers and the efforts of the National Home Health Care Foundation, while Luca 
Ferrari, Italian Ambassador in Saudi Arabia discussed the flourishing relationship between Italy and 
the Middle East. The elegant evening ended on a high note with a surprise performance by Saudi 
hip-hop artist Qusai Kheder that had guest clapping and moving in their seats for the duration of 
the evening. 

 

http://www.thelosangelespost.org/jeddah-vogue-fashion-experience-day-2/ 
9th May 2016 
Chandia Brennen 

Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience: Day 2 

While The Vogue Fashion Experience provides momentous fashion moments, this season the 
experience was reloaded with enriching cultural adventures for all involved. Day two kicked off 
with a fun and informative guided tour of the Safiyah Binzagr Museum. 

 

Ancient Folklore says that “A shared meal binds people together” and that was certainly the case 
in Jeddah. After the tour, the ladies were lead to an exquisite Lebanese food tasting experience at 
the popular restaurant, AM Sherif. The decadent lunch provided yet another opportunity for 
women from different backgrounds to unite together in their common interest of fashion, while 
indulging in savory dishes. 

After lunch the ladies darted off for a magnificent guided tour of the Historic District of Jeddah. 
The old city provided a glimpse into the development of a thriving country. The durable and 
charismatic buildings have stood the test of time (some over 300 years old) are still used for local 
commerce or a place of refuge for hardworking immigrants. 

 



 

 

Later that evening, local fashion enthusiast, editors and the fashion elite gathered for the Saudi 
Designer showcase, accessory exhibit and University Student showcase at the glamorous Rubaiyat 
Mall. The selected brands were: Arwa Al Banawi, Atulier, Badawiah, Charmaleena, Daneh, Fyunka, 
Haal Inc, Haifa Fahad, Mashael Al Rajhi and Nora Aldamer. Without a doubt, the Saudi designers 
presented collections that were unique, bold and intricately created. The modest collections 
infused the culture of the Middle East with aspects of contemporary high-end fashion. The finalist 
excitedly pretended their designs to jurors that roamed the room in search of the most deserving 
creations. 

Excitement buzzed through the air, while many stood captivated by the collections. The judges 
were less than 24hrs away from announcing the winner at the gala dinner, a moment that would 
undoubtedly change the life of one talented designer, forever. 

Check out details of the finalist below: 

ARWA AL BANAWI 
Arwa Al Banawi grew up in Jeddah, studied in Switzerland and moved to Dubai in 2012 where she 
took up a career in banking whilst taking short courses in Fashion Design at the London College of 
Fashion. Having realized that her true passion lays in fashion, in 2015 Arwa founded her 
eponymous brand and presented her first ready-to-wear collection. 
 
ATULIER 
Atulier is a Jeddah based contemporary womenswear brand founded by Samar Nasraldin in 
November 2014. The brand aims to create beautiful garments characterized by the juxtaposition 



of shapes, fabrics and colors never neglecting attention to details. 
Atulier is the first Saudi brand to have been featured and sold on Not Just a Label. 

BADAWIAH 
Badawiah is a Saudi-Argentinian designer with a bachelor degree in Fashion and Jewellery Design. 
Jewellery has always been Badawiah’s passion and she started making it when she was only 11 
years old. Her brand blends influences from different cultures combining the designer’s love for 
design and travel. 
 
CHARMALEENA 
Charmaleena is a contemporary fine jewellery brand founded by sisters Leena and Hala M. El 
Khereiji in April 2012. With an international distribution and clientele, Charmaleena’s creations are 
characterized by an Arab flair and the use of diamonds, semi-precious stones and 18K gold. 

DANEH 
Founded in 2010 by Daneh Buahmad, Daneh is a chic and easily wearable brand conceived for a 
modern woman. Daneh Buahmad proposes sophisticated and experimental designs, characterized 
by the use of different cottons and a laid-back aura that defines the identity of the brand. 

FYUNKA 
Alaa Balkhy is the designer behind Fyunka, a handbag brand. Alaa’s passion for art and fashion 
takes shape in her creations characterized by the use of canvas and PVC. The bags have already 
been featured in many international blogs and publications such as CNN.com, Grazia, Emirates 
Woman Magazine, Brownbook and Oasis. 

HAAL INC 
Haal Inc is an experimental and creative brand of abayas launched in 2010. Haal Inc aims to 
emphasize woman’s femininity. The collections features beautiful fine fabrics, from linen to silk, in 
neutral colors – black, ivory, beige, and taupe. 

HAIFA FAHAD 
Haifa Fahad is a ready-to-wear women’s and men’s brand with a focus on the creation of 
embellished abayas. All samples are locally made, while the production is mainly Turkish. The 
brand is currently available at Harvey Nichols Riyadh, 4 Concept Store in Kuwait and online on the 
brand’s official website. 

MASHAEL 
Mashael is the ready-to-wear women’s and men’s brand, characterized by a mix of minimalism 
and sophistication, designed by Mashael Al Rajhi. The brand reflects the designer’s passion for 
artisanal values and sartorial art. The brand debuted at London Fashion Week in 2016. 

CHADOR SAUDI ARABIA 
Nora Aldamer launched Chador Saudi Arabia, a contemporary brand, in 2013 without any design 
background, but animated by her passion for fashion. Currently based in New York, Nora attends 
Parsons (AAS in fashion design) and is looking to expand her experience in fashion working for an 
established brand. 

. 

Chandia Brennen is a Certified Image Consultant and CEO of ItsGood2bME Fashion Consulting and 
Image Management based in Los Angeles CA, Chandia has been in the Fashion industry for over 
four years. She has worked for dozens of publications and holds the title of Senior Fashion Editor 



in both LA and NY. Chandia is a fashion scout for a Design Agency in NY and Brand Ambassador for 
HairEverywhere Luxury. 

http://www.thelosangelespost.org/jeddah-vogue-fashion-experience-day-3/ 
11th May 
Chandia Brennen 

Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience: Day 3 

On the final day of the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience, guests were invited to the Indigo Beach 
Resort in Obhur, Jeddah. The luxurious tropical oasis is a “members only” retreat for those looking 
to escape the scorching climate in the warmer months. 

 

 

On the final day of the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience, guests were invited to the Indigo Beach 

Resort in Obhur, Jeddah. The luxurious tropical oasis is a “members only” retreat for those looking to 

escape the scorching climate in the warmer months. 

 After a morning of leisure, guests were invited to partake in an afternoon of inspiration at the “Fashion 

Talks” event. The Talks were moderated by Women’s Wear Daily Correspondent, Ritu Upadhyay and 

attended by Alberta Ferretti, Silvia Venturini Fendi + Delfina Delettrez and Stella Jean. The elite panel 

of fashion designers discussed their various experiences working in the competitive fashion industry. 

The final and main event for the Vogue Fashion Experience was a gala dinner to reveal the winner of the 

competition. This years extraordinary affair was hosted by Franca Sozzani and Princess Adelah bint 

Abdullah bin Abdulaziz on April 22nd 2016, at the palace of her Royal Highness. Women checked their 

Abaya’s at the door to reveal dazzling couture gowns for the “Touch of Gold” themed gala. The 

sprawling estate featured a large topaz swimming pool, lined with display cases that featured marvelous 

diamonds. 

In the dining area, rows of tables featured elaborate place settings, while everything in sight appeared to 

have received the “Midas Touch”. 



 

 

 

 

During the event, Farida Khelfa called all the finalist to the stage before annoucing the winner of 
the the Saudi Talents Scouting project. 
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Chador, the brand designed by Nora Aldamer, was selected as the best among the contestants and will 

have the opportunity to present her collection at Palazzo Morando during Milan Fashion Week in 

September. 

Also, Mariam Bin Mahfouz and Nouf Hakeem of Haal Inc, received a special appreciation from the 
jury and will therefore also have the opportunity to take part to the event organized by Vogue 
Italia next autumn in Milan. 

Alaa Balkhy of Fyunka will have instead the opportunity to collaborate with Carpisa, bag and 

accessories Italian brand. 

The jury consisted of the Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Italia Franca Sozzani, Silvia Venturini Fendi, Delfina 

Delettrez Fendi, Alberta Ferretti, Stella Jean, the Senior Editor of Vogue Italia and Vogue Talents Sara 

Maino, Aram Kabbani, Sara Murad, Noura Binzagr, Fatma Abid and Princess Reema Bint Bandar Al 

Saud. 

Without a doubt, Vogue Italia has mastered the art of talent scouting and providing enriching 

experiences for young talent that go far beyond the competition. They not only provide magnificent 

designers from unpublicized regions a platform to showcase their talent, they also plant seeds of 

knowledge within them, and provide them with the tools needed to grow. 
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Tiziana Cardini  

Meet the Rising Talents of Saudi Fashion 

 
Will Saudi Arabia become the next destination for those seeking rising fashion talents? That’s the 
aim behind the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience, masterminded by HRH Princess Adela bint 
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz and Italian Vogue’s Franca Sozzani. A contest to promote young Saudi 
women designers held from April 20 to 22nd in Jeddah (a fascinating ancient city regarded as the 
kingdom’s cultural capital), it’s earned support from the likes of Wafaa Abbar, president of the 
luxury department store Rubaiyat. It was a rare opportunity granted to international editors and 
journalists to access the rarely seen lifestyle of Saudi Arabia’s female elite. Passionate about 
fashion—the more lavish, colorful, and feminine, the better—they’ve got the means to afford it, 
and are among the most coveted customers on the planet for megabrands. 

Saudi society operates on a strict set of religious rules, but in the last 10 years restrictions on 
women’s public behavior have started to slowly ease up, as explained by Princess Adela during a 
press reception at her elegant home in Jeddah. “Obstacles fuel creativity, limitations feed 
opportunities,” added Abbar, nodding to the new wave of Saudi female fashion designers, working 
around the intricacies of Saudi sanctions in order to express their visions. It proved a spot-on 
statement: The 10 budding talents’ collections offered a fresh take on tradition that was as 
respectful as it was appealing and modern. An international jury included Naomi Campbell, Silvia 
Venturini Fendi and daughter Delfina Delettrez, Farida Khelfa, Alberta Ferretti, and Stella Jean. 

The three-day tour de force of meetings, collection showcases, fashion talks, and forums 
culminated in a lavish charity gala dinner for 400 female-only guests, held in Princess Adela’s 
majestic gardens overlooking the Red Sea. The upper echelons of the aristocracy and high society 
were out in force, decked out in couture evening gowns, with full-on makeup and towering 
coiffures to match. Per Princess Adela: “It is of essence for us to show Saudi culture to the world 
and to celebrate the increasing important role that women are playing in our society.” 

Meet the 10 finalists—including winners Chador and Haal Inc.—here. 
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http://wwd.com/media-news/fashion-memopad/vogue-italia-saudi-arabia-jeddah-vogue-

fashion-experience-event-10395201/ 

21st March 2016 

Ritu Upadyay 

Vogue Italia to Host Fashion Event in Saudi Arabia 

 

 

FRANCA OF ARABIA: Vogue Italia editor in chief Franca Sozzani will host a three-day fashion 

extravaganza called the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience in Saudi Arabia next month, WWD has 

learned. The event is being dubbed the first international fashion event of its scale in Saudi Arabia, 

a market that is gaining increased attention due to its expanding design industry and spending 

power. 

“This initiative builds on Vogue Italia’s deep commitment to promote new fashion talents, 
knowing how important it is to offer them relevant and concrete international platforms to 
present and advance their creativity,” Sozzani told WWD. 

Under the umbrella of the Vogue Talents platform, a team at Vogue Italia led by senior fashion 
editor Sara Maino will select 10 Saudi female designers to present at the event, cohosted by Saudi 
luxury retailer Rubaiyat. One winner will get the chance to present her collection in Milan. All the 
finalists will exhibit their work at the Rubaiyat department store in Jeddah and will have the 
opportunity to showcase and sell their collections at the Stars Avenue Mall. 

“It is tremendously rewarding to see Saudi women being given such an opportunity on the world 
stage,” commented Wafaa Abbar, president of the Rubaiyat Group. 

Sozzani has previously hosted an annual Vogue Fashion Experience event in Dubai where she has 
brought in the likes of Riccardo Tisci, Naomi Campbell, Silvia Fendi, Alberta Ferretti and Christian 
Louboutin. In keeping with conservative Saudi Arabia, the Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experience will 
be a women’s only forum that also includes a charity gala dinner benefiting the World Food 
Program. 
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Holding the event in Saudi Arabia is an unconventional move, given that women are quite limited 
in their movements and ability to drive and move about freely without a male chaperone. Jeddah 
is considered the center of the design and arts world in the country. 



http://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-scoops/vogue-italia-jeddah-10421492/ 

29th April 2016 

Ritu Uphadyay 

Saudi Women Designers Highlighted at Event in Jeddah 

 

 

 
JEDDAH, Saudi Arabia — In the same week that Saudi Arabia’s deputy crown prince Mohammed 
bin Salman unveiled a bold new vision for the kingdom, the country’s fashion industry received a 
boost from high-profile visitors in Jeddah for the first-ever Vogue Fashion Experience last 
weekend. The event, hosted by Vogue Italia and Rubaiyat, the country’s leading luxury retailer, 
was aimed at providing an international platform for Saudi female fashion designers. 

Billed as the first international fashion event to take place in Saudi Arabia, Naomi Campbell, 
Alberta Ferretti, Silvia Venturini Fendi, Delfina Delettrez Fendi, Farida Khelfa and Stella Jean were 
among the guests who arrived in Jeddah for a four-day trip via private jet with Vogue Italia editor 
in chief Franca Sozzani. 

The forum to support Saudi women designers showcased the country’s design talent who 
competed for a chance to win a trip to Milan. The event culminated in a women’s only gala charity 
dinner hosted by Princess Adila Bint Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz at her private beach outside Jeddah. In 
an unprecedented move, the princess invited foreign media into her home for interviews: “I hope 
now we will make more of an effort to show Saudi society,” she told WWD. “It’s important for us 
to have more reporters coming in to see for themselves how women are influencing life and 
society in Saudi Arabia. You’ll see we work in all aspects of life — in factories, as sales people, as 
ceos and in government. Fashion is highly regarded in our country, and it’s the perfect platform to 
also help highlight our humanitarian causes.” 
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For Sozzani, the Middle East is familiar terrain: She’s hosted an annual Vogue Fashion Experience 
in Dubai for the last three years. She didn’t have any hesitation in taking the event to Saudi Arabia, 
the most conservative country in the region, she said. 

“I was very curious. It’s such a huge country,” Sozzani said of when she was approached to bring 
the event, which is a part of her Vogue Talents platform that supports emerging designers around 
the world, to Saudi Arabia. “What I like here is that women have such an incredible energy; that is 
really misunderstood by the public opinion. I saw that the women here are so strong and I liked 
that. They also have respect for the tradition. To me seeing a woman putting [on] a veil isn’t 
humiliating. But when I see women wearing nothing and dancing on tables at the age of 50 just to 
get a few more followers on Instagram, that is humiliating. The women here are much more 
elegant than in any other country.” 

Wafaa Abbar, president of Rubaiyat, owns and operates more than 250 luxury brands in the region 
through the company’s flagship department store in Jeddah. “Saudi women love fashion, know 
what they want and often come to us asking for things we don’t know about,” she said, citing the 
high usage of social media in the country. Many local brands retail off of Instagram accounts and 
take orders via Whatsapp. By supporting emerging designers, the company hopes to elevate the 
local designers. 

Sozzani, along with Vogue Italia fashion editor Sara Maino and a jury including Silvia Fendi and 
Ferretti, selected two winners of the Saudi Talents competition. Nora Aldamer, currently a student 
at The New School’s Parson School of Design in New York, was selected as the winner and will get 
the opportunity to showcase her line, Chador, at Palazzo Morando during Milan Fashion Week in 
September. Mariam Bin Mahfouz and Nouf Hakeem of Haal Inc., an experimental collection of 
abayas, or traditional dress, received a special appreciation from the jury and will also have the 
opportunity to take part in an event organized by Vogue Italia next fall in Milan. Alaa Balkhy, who 
has created a Pop art icon of a veiled woman with her brand Fyunka, will get to collaborate with 
the Italian brand Carpisa, facilitated by Vogue. 

Sozzani is committed to the region and supporting talent from the Middle East. “I’ve had a house 
in Marrakesh for 26 years. I’m very comfortable in this part of the world,” she said. “It’s a lot like 
Italy. People are warm and friendly.” 

The next edition of the Vogue Talents scouting will take place in Qatar. 
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egnali di apertura in Arabia Saudita: accettare 
un’invasione di donne per un evento che rimarrà 
memorabile in una città che è possibile visitare sol-
tanto su invito. La Jeddah Vogue Fashion Experien-

ce, dal 20 al 22 aprile, ha dato spazio ai talenti locali e creato 
momenti d’incontro tra ospiti e giornaliste occidentali alle 
prese con le rigide regole del Paese del Golfo. In pubblico 
tutte in abaya, il lungo abito tradizionale che si porta sopra 
i vestiti, ma a capo scoperto, per sostenere anche grazie alla 
moda il cambiamento che le donne chiedono: emanciparsi 
attraverso il lavoro e dare visibilità a quello che stanno 
facendo. 
Le ragazze selezionate dal Saudi Talents Scouting Project 
erano piene di domande, grate dell’opportunità di incon-
trare stiliste affermate come Alberta Ferretti, Silvia Ventu-
rini Fendi, sua figlia Delfina Delettrez e Stella Jean. 
Le designer italiane hanno animato le Fashion Talks, alle 
quali hanno partecipato molte studentesse di moda. Le fi-
naliste sognavano di poter venire a Milano, durante le sfilate, 
per esporre a Palazzo Morando le loro creazioni: vedremo 
quelle di Chador, della studentessa di design Nora Aldamer, 
che frequenta la Parsons a New York, vincitrice del concorso 
organizzato da Vogue Italia e Rubaiyat, il gruppo che distri-
buisce il lusso in Arabia Saudita. Menzione speciale anche 
per le creatrici di Haal Inc. con le loro belle abaya di design 
(non solo nere, come ci si aspetta), mentre Alaa Balkhy di 
Fyunka, designer di accessori, si è aggiudicata una collabo-
razione con Carpisa. 
L’evento conclusivo, molto atteso, è stato il Gala che la prin-
cipessa Adelah bint Abdullah bin Abdulaziz e Franca Soz-
zani hanno presieduto per annunciare i nomi delle vincitrici 
e sostenere il lavoro umanitario della National Home Health 
Care Foundation. La cena, in riva al mare e illuminata dalla 
luna piena, ha riunito un esclusivo convivio femminile: quat-
trocento invitate, tra cui Naomi Campbell e Farida Khelfa, 
principesse e socialite. Performance di Gilda Gelati, ex 
étoile della Scala, e della violoncellista Yuriko Mikami. 
Dress code: un tocco d’oro. E infatti si sono visti gioielli e 
tenute da grande occasione. Niente foto per le donne sau-
dite, però, perché non possono apparire. 
Tre giorni a Jeddah e uno sguardo circoscritto: musei, una 
galleria d’arte contemporanea, la vecchia città patrimonio 
dell’Unesco abitata da somali e asiatici, una ragazza che 
gioca a calcio e ha ciglia finte da Bambi, una spiaggia pri-
vata sul mar Rosso, le donne invisibili coperte da capo a 
piedi e le vite separate dagli uomini... «A piccoli passi arri-
veranno i cambiamenti», dicono tutte. Questo era uno.

ESPERIENZA UNICA
1. Le stiliste Alberta 

Ferretti, Silvia Venturini 
Fendi e Delfina Delettrez 
durante i Fashion Talks. 
2. La modella e dj 

spagnola Sita Abellan, 
al Gala a cui hanno 

partecipato 400 
invitate. Dress code:  

a touch of gold e l’oro 
non è mancato sulle 
sontuose tavole (3) 

illuminate anche dalla 
luna piena. 4. Farida 

Khelfa, Naomi Campbell 
e Franca Sozzani, 

giurate del Talents, 
insieme, tra le altre,  

ad Alberta Ferretti (5), 
Sara Maino, Senior 

Fashion Editor di Vogue 
Italia e Vogue Talents 
(6), Silvia Venturini 
Fendi  (7) e la figlia 

Delfina Delettrez (8), la 
stilista Stella Jean (9). 

Presente anche la 
modella Linda Morselli, 

ex compagna di 
Valentino Rossi (10).
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